TO GROW YOUR DIGITAL & SUSTAINABLE AMBITION

Customized Training Tracks
Are you more inclined towards the Manager-oriented track or the Expert-oriented track?

Module Manager-oriented track:

- **Sustainable digitalization**
  Strategizing for the Sustainable Transformation of (your) organization

- **Introduction to Data Science**
  From Raw Data to Actionable Insights

- **Sustainable it**
  Implementing digital technologies sustainably and responsibly

- **Cloud computing**
  Save your precious resources with storage, encryption & migration strategies in the cloud

- **Artificial intelligence**
  Explore how custom-made AI can be key to your sustainable digitalization
Module Expert-oriented track:

- Opening the black box of learning algorithms
  Smarten up with these statistical tools needed for machine learning techniques!

- Machine learning
  Demystifies machine learning algorithms tools & gets you to apply them with Python

- ChatGPT & Next-generation assistants
  Identify the strengths and limits of next generation chatbots for your business

- Applications of ai in engineering
  Join this road show of AI applications to stimulate your computational creativity

- Designing cybersecurity
  Assess your data protection and design the security architecture of your company

Contact us and register here
sustAIn.brussels

GROW YOUR DIGITAL & SUSTAINABLE AMBITION

WHAT:
Customised training tracks of 12 h per topic to 120 h for the full program

FOR WHOM:
Brussel’s SME managers
Brussel’s SME experts

WHEN:
Starting 29/01/2024

HOW:
10 topics of each
• 6h basic training
• 3h advanced training
• 3h workshop

WHERE:
Online & on site (Brussels)

SIGN UP

techsci@ulb.be
https://techsci.ulb.be
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